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Section 3: Tell us whether you have ever held a visa to another country and whether 
you have ever had a visa refused or cancelled for any country, including Australia.
Consider these questions in your response: Did you comply with the conditions of your visa? If your visa was 
refused or cancelled, what were the circumstances that led to that?

Section 4: Have there been any gaps in your study? Explain the reason for the gap.
(Only answer if you have gaps of more than 3 months between your most recent study and your  
intended study at Southern Cross University)

Consider these questions in your response: How long is the gap between your previous study and your intended 
study at Southern Cross University? What was the purpose of the gap in study? What have you been doing since 
you completed your most recent studies?
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Section 5: Tell us about your economic circumstances in your home country.
�'�S�R�W�M�H�I�V���X�L�I�W�I���U�Y�I�W�X�M�S�R�W���M�R���]�S�Y�V���V�I�W�T�S�R�W�I�����,�S�[���[�M�P�P���]�S�Y���¼�R�E�R�G�I���]�S�Y�V���W�X�Y�H�M�I�W���M�R���%�Y�W�X�V�E�P�M�E�#���;�L�E�X���M�W���X�L�I���E�R�R�Y�E�P��
�M�R�G�S�Q�I���S�J���]�S�Y�V���¼�R�E�R�G�M�E�P���W�T�S�R�W�S�V�#

Section 6: Explain why you have chosen to study this course in Australia. 
Compare Australia with at least 2 other countries that you have considered.
�'�S�R�W�M�H�I�V���X�L�I�W�I���U�Y�I�W�X�M�S�R�W���M�R���]�S�Y�V���V�I�W�T�S�R�W�I�����,�S�[���[�M�P�P���W�X�Y�H�]�M�R�K���X�L�M�W���G�S�Y�V�W�I���M�R���%�Y�W�X�V�E�P�M�E���F�I�R�I�¼�X���]�S�Y�V���J�Y�X�Y�V�I�#���=�S�Y��
�W�L�S�Y�P�H���G�S�R�W�M�H�I�V���X�L�I���G�S�W�X���F�I�R�I�¼�X���S�J���W�X�Y�H�]�M�R�K���M�R���%�Y�W�X�V�E�P�M�E���G�S�Q�T�E�V�I�H���X�S���W�X�Y�H�]�M�R�K���M�R���]�S�Y�V���L�S�Q�I���G�S�Y�R�X�V�]���E�R�H���[�L�]��
studying in Australia will provide you with an advantage over studying in your home country. You should also 
explain why you have chosen Australia over other countries outside your home country.
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Section 11: Tell us where you intend to permanently live and work when you complete  
�]�S�Y�V���U�Y�E�P�M�¼�G�E�X�M�S�R��
Your answer should include details on whether or not you intend to work temporarily in Australia once you 
complete your course and, if so, which visa subclass you intend to apply for to work in Australia.

You must read Ministerial Direction 69 before answering this question. You can read Ministerial Direction 69 
at: �L�X�X�T�W�������M�Q�Q�M���L�S�Q�I�E�J�J�E�M�V�W���K�S�Z���E�Y���:�M�W�E���W�Y�F�W�M�X�I���¼�P�I�W���H�M�V�I�G�X�M�S�R���R�S���������T�H�J 

Section 12: Please explain what you understand the requirements of Ministerial  
�(�M�V�I�G�X�M�S�R���������X�S���F�I��
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Section 13: Declaration
I declare that I have written this statement of purpose myself and have not had assistance writing this. I 
understand that this statement will be considered in conjunction with other documents provided by me, including 
�I�Z�M�H�I�R�G�I���S�J���Q�]���)�R�K�P�M�W�L���0�E�R�K�Y�E�K�I���T�V�S�¼�G�M�I�R�G�]���E�R�H���X�L�E�X���Q�]���E�T�T�P�M�G�E�X�M�S�R���Q�E�]���F�I���H�I�R�M�I�H���M�J���X�L�I���P�E�R�K�Y�E�K�I���Y�W�I�H���M�R���X�L�M�W��
�W�X�E�X�I�Q�I�R�X���M�W���R�S�X���G�S�Q�Q�I�R�W�Y�V�E�X�I���[�M�X�L���X�L�I���I�Z�M�H�I�R�G�I���S�J���Q�]���)�R�K�P�M�W�L���0�E�R�K�Y�E�K�I���T�V�S�¼�G�M�I�R�G�]���T�V�S�Z�M�H�I�H���M�R���X�L�I���J�S�V�Q���S�J���E�R��
�S�¾�G�M�E�P���-�)�0�8�7�����S�V���I�U�Y�M�Z�E�P�I�R�X����X�I�W�X���V�I�W�Y�P�X��


